GENERAL NOTES:
- REPAIR & RESTORE EXISTING PAINTED WOOD WINDOWS TO ORIGINALLY INTENDED FUNCTION EXCEPT AS NOTED OTHERWISE.
- REPAIR/RESTORE EXTERIOR TRIM, PREP & PAINT
- INSTALL NEW BLACK ALUMINUM STORMS EXCEPT AT NEW WINDOW UNITS.

NOTES:
1-01X REBUILD MASONRY ABOVE WINDOW & RESET CAST IRON LINTEL
1-16 REPAIR MASONRY ABOVE WINDOW

- REMOVE 2E CHIMNEY
- STABILIZE 2ND FLOOR CHIMNEYS

SEE FRONT PORCH DETAIL ELEVATIONS AT SHEET PIC2

STABILIZE, REPAIR & CAP EXTC CHIMNEYS

REMOVE CHIMNEY
1-01: Restore front door & sills.
   -- Remove paint & clear pin.
   -- Repair & re-glaze
   -- Add weather stripping

1-02:
   -- Remove door & frame & store
   -- Install historic reproduction window unit to match exterior unit 1-17
   -- Install new aluminum storm window, matching new below
   -- New window unit
AT HEAVILY DAMAGED WOOD-FRAMED WEST SECTION:
- REMOVE WINDOWS & FINISHES TO EXPOSE WALL FRAMING & SHEATHING
- REPAIR, INSULATE, & INSTALL BLACK HORIZ. METAL OR COMPOSITE SIDING
- EXISTING ROOFS, SOFFITS & TRIMS REMAIN

1-02 & 1-07
- REMOVE WINDOWS & INSTALL NEW NARROW PROFILE ALUMINUM CLAD WOOD AWNING UNITS.
- RETAIN OR REPLICATE EXISTING HISTORIC EXTERIOR TRIMS.

2-02 & 2-03
- REMOVE EXTR WINDOW UNIT & INFILL INSET FACE OF MASONRY INFILL 1" NEW DOOR OPENING, STEPS, & SHED ROOF
AT HEAVILY DAMAGED WOOD-FRAMED SECTION:
- REMOVE EXTERIOR STAIRS
- REMOVE ENCLOSED WOOD FRAME PORCH
- REMOVE WINDOWS & FINISHES TO EXPOSE WALL FRAMING & SHEATHING
- REPAIR & REFRACT FOR NEW DOOR & WINDOW OPENINGS
- INSULATE & INSTALL SIDING
- EXISTING ROOFS REMAIN
- INSTALL NEW MAIN FLOOR DECK & STAIRS TO GRADE (SEE SITE PLAN S-1)

NEW WINDOWS/DOORS
NEW SIDING
REBUILD DECK

REMOVE STAIR & DECK

REMOVE ENCLOSED PORCH

REMOVE CHIMNEY

EXTERIOR PORCH ROOF & ROOF ABOVE BEDROOM REMAINS

SEE SHEET PIC 06
NOTES:

1. STABILIZE STONE FOUNDATION AROUND BASEMENT WINDOW BELOW DECK.
2. REBUILD/SТАBLIZE BRICK MASONRY AT THIS ELEVATION. SALVAGE SOUND BRICK FOR REUSE. WATCH ORIGINAL MORTAR COMPOSITION.
3. REPLACE DAMAGED CAST IRON LINTEL & REFRAPE TO REPLACE DOORS/SIDELIGHTS WITH ALUM CLAD DL/FRENCH DOORS.
4. REMOVE WINDOWS & FRAMES. INSTALL NEW NARROW PROFILE ALUM CLAD WOOD AWNING UNITS. INSTALL WITH SALVAGED EXISTING OR REPLICATED HISTORIC EXTERIOR TRIM PROFILES.
NOTES:
- REPAIR/REBUILD TO STABILIZE BRICK MASONRY ON WEST AND SOUTH EAST ELEVATIONS
- REMOVE ABANDONED BRICK CHIMNEY
- REMOVE DOOR & TRIM AT 1-15
- REFRAME FOR NEW HISTORIC REPRODUCTION WINDOW UNIT MATCHING EXISTING WINDOW 1-16
- INSTALL NEW ALUM STORM
- INSET BRICK MASONRY INFILL BELOW NEW WINDOW 1" FROM